Florence, June 15, 2017

BOXEDGE announces his new single:
“Invocation" featuring Maryana Bodnar

Composer and producer BOXEDGE today officially announces the immediate release of his new
single "Invocation", with the featuring of Ukrainian soprano Maryana Bodnar.
"Now
I'm calling your name.
Let me see the light once again,
And save me from evil and pain"
The song (composed and produced by BOXEDGE) is enriched by the voice of Maryana Bodnar,
and it's just recently available on major digital stores.
"Invocation" is a prayer in music, an unusual crossover between electronic sounds and lyrical voice, a mix of atmospheres of ancient music (amplified by a Sanskrit recitation), and pulsations
of contemporary electronic music.
The song begins with an invocation, looking for the meaning of suffering and anguish. The final
prayer, which concludes the invocation, is aimed towards the hope of seeing the light once again,
and gaining protection from the wickedness of the world.

Biographies
BOXEDGE (Alessandro Bemporad) is a composer, songwriter, and producer from Florence, Italy.
His production is an exploration of electronic music, contemporary art and technology. He has produced albums, Ep and singles, available on the main digital stores, ranging from dark ambient to
electronic pop, from techno to classic crossover. In 2017 he started an artistic project with soprano
Maryana Bodnar, a crossover between electronic music and lyrical singing.
MARYANA BODNAR is a professional Ukrainian soprano. She studied in Rome and Vienna. She
participated in master-classes, as well as concerts, solo recitals and lyric opera productions in Austria, Italy, Germany, Ukraine, Poland and Malta and gained number of musical awards and scholarships. Since 2015 she organized in Ukraine and was a soloist of projects of neoclassical music
"Night Gravity" and "Flagro". In 2016-17 was invited to Valetta (Mt) and Siena (It) to perform classical repertoire revisited in jazz key. In 2017 she started new crossover project of classical and electronic music in collaboration with BOXEDGE.

Link and contacts
Video promo di “Invocation”: http://www.boxedge.it/musica/invocation/
BOXEDGE (Alessandro Bemporad):
Website: www.boxedge.it
FB: facebook.com/boxedgemusic
e-mail: alebmp@gmail.com
Maryana Bodnar
FB: facebook.com/bodnarmaryana

